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**SUMMARY.** The present work deals with the comparison of *in vitro* dissolution profiles of fenofibrate liquisolid tablet formulations with those of marketed fenofibrate tablets, and the application of statistical methods to evaluate each method for its usefulness. The methods used to study dissolution profile comparison include Model independent method (Similarity factor, $f_2$); Model dependent methods (Zero order, First order, Hixson-Crowell, Matrix, Peppas, Higuchi models) and statistical methods based on ANOVA. Model independent method was found to be easier and simple to interpret. The $f_2$ value relates closeness of dissolution profiles. Dissolution profile followed Peppas model as “best fit” model. The application and evaluation of model dependent methods are more complicated. These methods give acceptable model approach which is indication of true relationship between percent drug release and time variables, including statistical assumptions. Statistical approach is very simple and is more discriminative of dissolution profiles. The liquisolid formulation of fenofibrate serves to be an effective way to enhance dissolution rate of fenofibrate.